All of your district’s or school’s previous and current
approved SSIPs and Amendments will be listed here.
Please select the appropriate one to file a claim under.

Select the Category under which you are
making a claim. Only the categories with
budgeted funds will be available

The Available Budget reflects all
previously approved claims. The negative
value in green is your current claim.

Remaining to Claim under
all Approved Plans.

Complete District Summary of all Approved Budgets,
Claims Paid or Claimed to Date and Remaining Allocation
to Budget; along with any Current or Pending Claims.
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Total Paid to Date

Notes: Once you select a Category to file a claim under, the row will expand to show all of the areas of allowable expenditures, along with the total
SSBA funds allocated under that category and expenditure area. The form will also show how many expenditures have been paid to date under it and
the available approved budgeted funds left to claim. Finally, the current claim and any pending claims are shown and the remaining budget to claim.
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Clicking on the Show Plans button
will expand to show status of all of
the district’s approved SSIP budgets.

Total Paid to Date

Once you select a Category of Allowable Expenditure, the row will expand to show the status of all approved plans within that category that have
budgeted funds available for claiming reimbursement.
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Total Paid to Date

Select “Show Plan Details” and the row will expand to allow entry of the actual claim
data by item. Click on “Add Item” and then choose from the list of allowable
expenditures. Then enter a specific description, the quantity and the price per unit. The
form will calculate the total cost for that item. Continue adding items, as needed. Of
course, the expenditure items must be consistent with the approved budget. Be sure to
enter the claims in the correct Approved Plan, if your district has more than one.

Note: The system allows for some expenditure flexibility within the categories of the approved SSIP(s); however, you will not be able to exceed the
total budgeted amount. Changes within an eligible expenditure subcategory must be offset by adjustments in other subcategories, so as to stay within
the total category budget.
Once all expenditures have been entered under all categories you are claiming reimbursement under at this time, the Superintendent must certify and
submit under their credentials.
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